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FOREWORD

uso Toshmukhammad ogli Oybek (19051968) was one of the famous Uzbek poets and
writers. Oybek was the most influential Uzbek writer
of the XX centu ry. His most famous works are “The
Sacred Blood”, “Revenge”, “Navoiy”, “The Great
Route”, “The Sun does not Darken”, etc. His famous
work “Navoiy” is translated directly from Uzbek into
English for the first time.
It is well-known that the entire Uzbek literatu re
was usually translated into English through Russian
language.
Becoming Independent and promoting the integration of its culture into the world community, the Republic of Uzbekistan felt heavy need for more Uzbek translators with an excellent knowledge of foreign languages.
Besides, nowadays great opportunities have been created for the direct translation from Uzbek into different
foreign languages, particularly into English.
The development of direct translation from Uzbek
into foreign languages was specified in a number of
Decrees of the President of the Republic of Uzbekistan. We think that the book in you r hands will give
you a unique opportunity to get acquainted with the
history, traditions and customs, lifestyle as well as
the way of thinking and outlook Uzbek people.
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The main pu rpose is to introduce the precious
work, pearls of Uzbek literatu re to the people of English speaking countries, as well as those who comprehend English as a whole.
The group of highly qualified translators from Uzbekistan State World Languages University together
with the International Relations and Literary Translation Council of the Writers’ Union of Uzbekistan
has translated the book “Navoiy” by Oybek directly
from original Uzbek into English.
The authors’ group expresses its sincere gratitude
to Christine Smart, English language specialist, for
her invaluable assistance in reviewing the translation
of this book. We look forward to the readers’ comments on the quality of the translation.
We’ll greatly appreciate it if you contact us and share
with your opinion at: ilhom_tuhtasinov@mail.ru
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CHAPTER I

he spring sun was shining in the blue sky over
Gavharshod madrassah in Herat. The mosaics of the cupola were sparkling with the beams of the
sun; the birds were flying and were playing around
the cupola of the madrassah. There was a khanahak1
on one side of the madrassah and the other three sides
were su rrounded by square hujras2, and one could
barely notice yesterday’s rain vapor. Some of the students were sitting in the yard. They have been studying while sitting on the boyras3 on brick pavements.
Some of them were studying “Qofiya4”, the others
learning “Hoshiya5” and the rest of them were engaged with “Shamsiya6”. Here one could also see one
of them with his book on his knees learning by heart
the book called “Arabiyot7” with his eyes closed. In
a corner, three students were sitting and arguing on
some matter. One of them had a beard and was scrawny; he was trying to prove his ideas, refusing the others’. The other two who were younger than him but at
the same time who were also as important as the first
one were shouting at him and trying to prove their
ideas. Sometimes they even forgot the main point of
their argument and talked about other matters of the
life, and after a while they would come back to the
Interior chamber of a mosque
Small study rooms in madrassahs
3
Cane mat or reed mat
4
“Rhyme”, the book taught at madrassahs
5
The book taught at madrassahs
6
The book taught at madrassahs
7
The rules of the Arabic language
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initial theme of their argument again. When they got
into the argument deeper and deeper they would even
cuss each other out and when they got angry they
would look like eagles ready to attack its enemy. This
situation was normal in the life of madrassahs so no
one was paying any attention to it.
Even though the hujras looked like as if they were
empty, there were fou r men in one of the shady areas
talking about something. The hujra was narrow and
wet. Even though the door was open and the sun was
shining, it was dark inside. But certainly it was not
the situation for this hujra only. The hujras in the
madrassah could not be wide and pleasant as it would
contradict the tradition. According to this, we can
point out that the hujras in madrassahs all over the
East were of the same type and condition… perhaps
the builders took into the consideration the saying
“Obtaining knowledge is like digging a well with a
needle” and that might be why they chose such a style
for the hujras in madrassahs…
Those fou r men were still talking in that half-dark
and wet hujra. Three of them were students and the
fou rth one was the guest of this hujra’s owner. Although there was a big difference in their level of
knowledge, ages and characters they were the poorest ones in the madrassah, they gathered here and
prepared dinner for themselves together. Today they
have gathered here for the same pu rpose and they
were discussing what to prepare for dinner. The oldest
one among them, Aloiddin Mashhadiy, was the owner
of the hujra. He had a dark black beard and eyebrows,
his eyes were always half closed and he was a short
man who was about forty years old. He had been working at “Gavharshod” for fifteen years and it was difficult for him to quit his job here. Although Aloiddin
Mashhadiy had been taught by the leading teachers

of his time for many years he couldn’t succeed in the
field of study on his own. For the past several years,
he had given up his studies and was not even attending classes. However, one happiness or maybe unhappiness of his time was poetry that had touched him.
He composed poems in different styles. He could even
compile a divan1 in his sleepless nights; he considered
himself as one of the best composers of the style called
“muammas”2. But his talent in this sphere was still
unpopular with people as his divan. That’s why he
was worried about it very much. He couldn’t take it
anymore. The hopeless feelings didn’t abandon him.
The poet who looks for dignity and popularity usually
composes poems honou ring not only kings but vizirs,
beks and even the people who are lower in rank. He
honou rs the illiterate beks with the words like “The
combination of knowledge”, “The treasu re of meanings”, “The sponsor of poets and educated men”. He
can honou r the beks with useless words but those
words will seem very sparkling and meaningful to the
beks. And he is very good at it. Aloiddin Mashhadiy
is a nervous and sensitive man. He can start to hate
a man for a very slight reason. If he gets angry with
someone, he will write about him with such bad words
that when a man reads it he will be able to notice the
worst things about that man.
The second student is Zayniddin who comes from
a middle class family in Herat. He is slim, talkative
and about twenty or twenty one years old. He has
been studying for fou r or five years and he has already
managed to achieve considerable success in some subjects. He is good at Arabic and Persian languages. But
because of his thoughtful character he does not pay
much attention to his education. He spends much of
1
2

Complete collection of poems
A style of poem where poets hide the name of the main hero
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his time on various arts. He is popular with the people
in the madrassah as he has very good handwriting. He
is brilliant at singing songs and can play the gijjak1
very well. Recently his relations with his father worsened so he became poor. Thus, he started to visit parties organized by the rich and respected students of his
madrassah and there he would both play his musical
instrument and have a good meal there.
The third student was a guy from Shakhrisabz who
came here to study. His name was Sultonmu rod and
he was eighteen years old with sharp and big eyes, a
wide forehead and a small body. He has been studying
here for two years. He comes from the family of the
famous sculptor in Shakhrisabz. When his father died
falling from the roof of a building in Samarkand, Sultonmu rod was only three years old. He was brought
up by his educated and workaholic mother, then first
he studied in his hometown, afterwards he went on
his study in Samarkand and at last he managed to
come to Herat with the help of his relatives. So this
way he came to this madrassah. His talent was wellknown both among the people at the madrassah and
some scientists of Herat. He does his best to acquire
the knowledge and become a leading scholar of his
time. Besides the religious subjects he studied mathematics, astronomy, logics, literatu re and others very
deeply. When he was fou rteen years old and used to
study in Samarkand, one of his teachers told him the
following: “Long ago there was a scientist who used
to say that he would be able to reestablish the entire
world of science and arts even if all the scientists and
scholars forgot their subjects and knowledge. I can
see the same talent in you r eyes, my son. Do you r best
to achieve success in science!” Now Sultonmu rod’s
pu rpose was to get to that peak of knowledge.
1

A national musical instrument

Only Tugonbek who was Aloiddin Mashhadiy’s
guest seemed different there. He was from Samarkand. He was a stout man with a big body and reddish beard. He had a wide and dark face and his eyes
looked very sly. Even though it was very hot he still
had his old, ugly quilt and big, thick headwear on…
Tugonbek’s ancestors used to work at the highest positions du ring Amir Timu r’s reign. There were famous
commanders, authorities and tarkhans1 among his ancestors. But later on when Timu r’s state collapsed, a
struggle for the throne began among the princes so the
dignity of Tugonbek’s family started to descend from
that time. His father Feruzbek disappeared du ring
one of his jou rneys. Then his honou red uncles lost
the respect they used to have. Some of his cousins and
brothers were killed du ring sultans’ battles and some
of his relatives moved to other places looking for their
luck and because of being scared of their enemies.
Tugonbek himself had gone deep into the hot spots of
political struggles and continuous revolts in Maveraunnakhr2, Khorasan, Dashti Ki pchak, Iraq and all
the places, as a whole, which used to be under Timu r’s
reign. He did his best in finding his luck and glory. He
served to Chagatai-Uzbek sultans and Tu rkmen beks
but there he was both cheated and betrayed. At last
he left for Herat two months ago. Even though he met
Aloiddin Mashhadiy by chance, he became friends
with him and moved into his hujra.
Although Togonbek was an illiterate man, he understood well the value of science. He listened to the
discussions and arguments of the students very attentively, but he thought that this was totally strange for
him. Science was a suitable thing for meek and patient
An honored man awarded special rights and exceptions
by the emirs or kings
2
Transoxiana
1
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Bu tanishuv parchasidir. Asarning to‘liq versiyasi
https://kitobxon.com/oz/asar/1857 saytida.
Бу танишув парчасидир. Асарнинг тўлиқ версияси
https://kitobxon.com/uz/asar/1857 сайтида.
Это был ознакомительный отрывок. Полную версию
можно найти на сайте
https://kitobxon.com/ru/asar/1857

